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Abstract

{A numerical scheme is developed to simulate the transport of natural gravel. Starting with computerized tomographic (CT)

scans of natural grains, our method approximates the shapes of these grains by “gluing” spheres of different sizes together with

overlaps. The conglomerated spheres move using a Discrete Element Method (DEM) which is coupled with a Lattice Boltzmann

Method (LBM) fluid solver, forming the first complete workflow from particle shape measurement to high resolution simulations

with hundreds of distinct shapes. The simulations are quantitatively benchmarked by flume experiments. The numerical tool is

used to further validate a recently proposed modified sediment transport relation, which takes particle shape effects into account,

including the competition between hydrodynamic drag and material friction. Unlike a physical experiment, our simulations

allow us to vary the hydrodynamic drag coefficient of the natural gravel independently of the material friction. Our studies

support the modified sediment transport relation. The simulations also provide insights on the particle-level kinematics, such

as particle orientations, in the bedload transport process. Particles below the bed surface prefer to orient with their shortest

axes perpendicular to the bed surface, but the tendency goes down as the packing fraction decreases far from the bed surface.

The particles rotate freely in the dilute particle flow regime. }
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Key Points:12

• A novel numerical method is developed for bedload transport of naturally shaped13

particles, using hundreds of distinct shapes from scanning.14

• Benchmarked by flume experiments, the simulations further validate a recent sed-15

iment transport relation for aspherical grain shapes.16

• Particles below the bed surface tend to align with the flow direction, but this ten-17

dency reduces moving from the dense to dilute regions.18
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Abstract19

A numerical scheme is developed to simulate the transport of natural gravel. Starting20

with computerized tomographic (CT) scans of natural grains, our method approximates21

the shapes of these grains by “gluing” spheres of different sizes together with overlaps.22

The conglomerated spheres move using a Discrete Element Method (DEM) which is cou-23

pled with a Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) fluid solver, forming the first complete24

workflow from particle shape measurement to high resolution simulations with hundreds25

of distinct shapes. The simulations are quantitatively benchmarked by flume experiments.26

The numerical tool is used to further validate a recently proposed modified sediment trans-27

port relation, which takes particle shape effects into account, including the competition28

between hydrodynamic drag and material friction. Unlike a physical experiment, our sim-29

ulations allow us to vary the hydrodynamic drag coefficient of the natural gravel inde-30

pendently of the material friction. Our studies support the modified sediment transport31

relation. The simulations also provide insights on the particle-level kinematics, such as32

particle orientations, in the bedload transport process. Particles below the bed surface33

prefer to orient with their shortest axes perpendicular to the bed surface, but the ten-34

dency goes down as the packing fraction decreases far from the bed surface. The par-35

ticles rotate freely in the dilute particle flow regime.36

Plain Language Summary37

When simulating the bedload transport of aspherical sediment particles, it is chal-38

lenging to have a realistic representation of the particle shape and size distributions. Here,39

we develop a novel numerical scheme to simulate the transport of naturally shaped sed-40

iment particles. The particle shapes are constructed using multiple overlapping constituent41

spheres to approximate the shapes of real river gravel. This is the first complete work-42

flow that measures actual particle shapes and simulates the transport of hundreds dis-43

tinct realistic grains. Agreement with flume experiments is observed. With the bench-44

mark in hand, a recently proposed sediment transport relation for systems of many par-45

ticle shapes is validated by varying the hydrodynamic drag coefficient independently in46

the simulations. The high resolution simulations are also used to study the particle-level47

behaviors. The preference of particle orientations decreases going from dense to dilute48

regions.49

1 Background50

When fluid flows above a sediment bed, particles slide, roll and saltate along the51

bed surface. This is known as bedload transport, which plays important roles in the shap-52

ing of natural landscapes and the engineering of artificial hydraulic structures. In bed-53

load transport, sediment particle shapes have been long considered to have a strong in-54

fluence on the channel-scale behavior of sediment transport, including the relation be-55

tween sediment flux and bed shear stress (Shields, 1936; Ferguson & Wathen, 1998; War-56

burton & Demir, 2000; Demir, 2000; Dudill et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2021; Deal et al., 2023),57

as well as the threshold shear stress required for transport (Komar & Li, 1986; Yager et58

al., 2018; Jain et al., 2021). The macroscopic outcomes originate from the shapes’ effect59

on particle dynamics, affecting the resulting packing fraction (Donev et al., 2004), ori-60

entation (Eshghinejadfard et al., 2018), permeability (Blois et al., 2014), modes of par-61

ticle motion (Allen, 2012), drag reduction (Ardekani et al., 2017), and fluidization (Zhou62

et al., 2011). These particle scale kinematics and dynamics require detailed measurements63

of the particle motion (translational and rotational), forces, and torques, which are not64

easily accessible in physical experiments. DEM based coupled simulations (with fluid)65

resolve the individual particles, and therefore can serve as a complementary approach66

to study the bedload sediment transport of aspherical particles from a microscopic per-67

spective. Beyond giving access to detailed grain and fluid information, numerical sim-68
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Table 1: Recent discrete simulations of the sediment transport of aspherical particles.

Numerical studies Shape Fluid Coupling Shapes per run

Schmeeckle, 2014 Spheres LES Empirical drag law 1

Bravo et al., 2018 Ellipsoids Imposed Analytical drag law 1

Zhang et al., 2020 Ellipsoids LES Interfaces resolved 1

Jain et al., 2021 Ellipsoids DNS Interfaces resolved 1

Sun et al., 2017 Bonded-spheres LES Empirical drag law 1

Alihosseini & Thamsen, 2018 Multi-spheres RNG k − ε Empirical drag law 1

Shao et al., 2019 Multi-spheres k − ε Empirical drag law 1

Fukuda & Fukuoka, 2019 Multi-spheres LES Interfaces resolved 1

Fukuoka et al., 2014 Multi-spheres LES Interfaces resolved 4

This work Multi-spheres LES Interfaces resolved 669

ulations can perform virtual experiments for conditions that are difficult to achieve in69

the lab (e.g. complex geometries, periodic boundaries, or a different gravitational envi-70

ronment).71

Discrete simulations of sediment transport of aspherical particles are challenging72

in terms of the representation of the particles and the coupling between the fluid and73

the moving particles. Existing numerical methods differ in the way these two problems74

are handled. An overview of numerical techniques in recent studies of aspherical sedi-75

ment transport are listed in Table 1. See Zhong et al. (2016) for earlier research.76

The coupling between the fluid and moving particles is mainly determined by how77

the fluid is represented. One can simply impose a fluid velocity field that is not affected78

by the grains, such as Bravo et al. (2018), leading to a one-way coupling. Most commonly,79

the fluid phase is instead solved on meshes using the finite volume method (FVM) or the80

finite element method (FEM) with a turbulent closure (such as large eddy simulations,81

LES) or, with enough resolution, even a direct numerical simulation (DNS). The length-82

scale at which the fluid is resolved determines the way the fluid-particle interaction is83

handled. When the grid size is greater than or comparable to the particle size, the mo-84

mentum exchange is estimated using analytical or empirical drag laws based on the ho-85

mogenized solid fields (such as packing fraction and velocity). When the grid size is much86

smaller than the particle size, the interface can be resolved and the momentum exchange87

on individual particles can be integrated more accurately. This work adopts an LES fluid88

solver with sub-particle resolution to resolve the moving interfaces of the particles.89

Discrete simulations for the particle motion are all based on DEM, in which the90

particles are individually tracked. The early work (Schmeeckle, 2014) used an empiri-91

cal drag law for irregular sand particles, though the solid phase was still represented by92

spheres. Ellipsoids (Bravo et al., 2018; B. Zhang et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2021) are one93

of the easiest representations of aspherical shapes. In terms of the particle shape rep-94

resentation method, besides the single-particle representation, the clustered-particle ap-95

proach in which the particle shape is approximated by a cluster of spheres, has gained96

increasing usage in recent years. Sun et al. (2017) bonded spheres together (no overlaps)97

to represent geometrically rough particles, but the shapes are not commonly seen in na-98

ture due to the large indentations between neighboring spheres. Another type of clustered-99

particle approach – the multi-sphere technique, which uses overlapping spheres to ap-100

proximate aspherical shapes – was first introduced for dry particle simulations (Favier101
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et al., 1999, 2001). It was later adopted in numerical studies of sediment transport (Alihosseini102

& Thamsen, 2018; Shao et al., 2019; Fukuoka et al., 2014; Fukuda & Fukuoka, 2019).103

It is worth noting that most of the previous numerical studies use multi-sphere parti-104

cles of a single shape in each simulation, lacking a real representation of particle size and105

shape distributions. Only Fukuoka et al. (2014) used multiple (four) distinct realistic shapes106

in a single simulation. As more accurate algorithms to approximate real particles using107

the multi-sphere method have been developed (Amberger et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015),108

simulating the sediment transport of realistic naturally shaped particles has been made109

possible to better understand the microscopic physics and the development of more ac-110

curate sediment transport relations. Our work here utilizes the overlapping multi-sphere111

approach.112

Our numerical method will allow us to simulate the most realistic numerical flume113

experiment of natural grains to date. With this tool, we hope to confirm recent results114

regarding the effect of grain shape on sediment transport. In terms of the quantification115

of grain shape effects in sediment transport, recent experiments (Deal et al., 2023) have116

shown that shape effects can be quantified as a competition between the hydrodynamic117

drag (driving factor) and the resistance of the material due to bulk friction. The sed-118

iment volume flux per unit flow qs is nondimensionalized into q∗, the dimensionless sed-119

iment transport rate (the Einstein number):120

q∗ ≡ qs

/(
dp

√
ρs − ρf

ρf
gdp

)
, (1)

with dp the grain diameter, g the gravitational acceleration, and ρs and ρf the sediment121

and fluid densities. In the most commonly used sediment transport relation (Meyer-Peter122

& Müller, 1948), q∗ is usually expressed as a 3/2 power-law of the bed shear stress τb123

with a threshold. τb is nondimensionalized into the dimensionless bed shear stress τ∗,124

often referred to as the Shields number:125

τ∗ ≡ τb
/
[(ρs − ρf ) gdp] . (2)

To incorporate grain shape effects into the transport relation, Deal et al. (2023) intro-126

duced two more quantities. On one hand, irregular shapes increase the hydrodynamic127

drag coefficient, which in return helps the particles transport with the flow. Correspond-128

ingly, the first quantity is C∗, the ratio of the effective drag coefficient CD to the drag129

coefficient of the volume-equivalent sphere Co:130

C∗ =
CD

Co
=

CDsettle
Sf

Co
. (3)

CD is calculated as the product of the drag coefficient of the particles settling in still wa-131

ter, CDsettle
, and the Corey shape factor Sf (Corey, 1949), which accounts for the fact132

that the orientation of the settling particle in still water prefers the largest drag while133

the orientation of the transported sediment particle is always changing due to tumbling.134

On the other hand, irregular shapes make the particles experience larger resistance when135

moving along the bed surface. This is accounted for by µ∗:136

µ∗ =
µs − S

µo − S
, (4)

which is the average bulk friction coefficient µs normalized by the bulk friction coeffi-137

cient of spheres µo, both modified by the influence of the bed surface slope S. Based on138

a physical derivation and confirmed in experiments, Deal et al. (2023) have found that139

the dimensionless sediment transport relation of particles of arbitrary shapes is collapsed140

when parameterized by C∗/µ∗:141

q∗ = αo

(
C∗

µ∗ τ
∗ − τ∗co

)3/2

, (5)
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where αo and τ∗co are the transport coefficient and threshold of motion for idealized spheres.142

The newly proposed transport relation Eq 5 has been tested on 5 different particle shapes143

in flume experiments, from spheres to naturally shaped particles. However, the physi-144

cal experiments can not independently vary the two key factors (repose angle and drag145

coefficient). Also, some output variables such as the forces and the orientations of the146

particles cannot be easily measured in the experiments. These well controlled experiments147

provide ideal benchmark cases for numerical simulations, which in turn can be used to148

check the robustness of Eq 5 by independently controlling or varying the factors and to149

understand the microscopic kinematics.150

This work is dedicated to developing a novel fully-coupled discrete particle-fluid151

simulation methodology for the study of particle shape effects in bedload sediment trans-152

port processes, which is the first implementation of DEM-LBM based on the multi-sphere153

approach and the first complete workflow from shape measurements and approximation154

to the coupled simulations of many differing aspherical particles in fluid. Compared with155

previous numerical approaches, this work offers several advantages. First, we used the156

most recent multi-sphere approximation algorithm to produce more accurate shape rep-157

resentations. Second, many distinct realistic natural gravel shapes (more than 600 shapes)158

from CT scanning were represented in each simulation, permitting realistic size and shape159

distributions. Third, the numerical method was closely benchmarked with correspond-160

ing flume experiments. After benchmarking the numerical method quantitatively with161

the corresponding experiments, we used simulations for further validation of the recently162

proposed sediment transport relation (Deal et al., 2023). While it is not easy to change163

the drag coefficient and the repose angle of the sediment particles independently in phys-164

ical experiments, the numerical tool allows us to set up simulations varying the drag co-165

efficient independently. Regarding the modified transport relation’s assumption that the166

particle orientations while being transported is different from the orientations while set-167

tling in still water, particle orientations as well as other particle-level kinematics were168

also studied in simulations for a more complete physical picture of the entire bedload trans-169

port process.170

2 Numerical method: multi-sphere technique171

2.1 Multi-sphere approximation of natural gravel shapes172

Rushlow (2020) reconstructed the natural gravel particles used in the experiments173

(Deal et al., 2023), based on CT scans provided by the microCT Lab in University of174

Minnesota. Based on the scanning results, a greedy heuristic algorithm was employed175

to superimpose a set of overlapping spheres, which is adapted from the algorithm pro-176

posed by Li et al. (2015). After uniformly discretizing the scanning result into a fine vox-177

elation of cells, a sphere is inserted fully inside the shape such that the sphere encom-178

passes the most number of cells. When a new sphere is required to be inserted, the sphere179

that adds the most number of cells into the occupied volume is selected. This repeats180

until the desired number of spheres have been inserted for the shape approximation.181

Figure 1 from Rushlow (2020) shows the comparison between the original scanned182

result and the approximations using different numbers of component spheres. A clus-183

ter of 20 component spheres can capture the shape of the natural particles fairly well,184

without creating too much overfitting near the thin edges. In the current work, the shape185

of each particle is approximated using 20 constituent spheres. More detailed descriptions186

of the CT scanning, the shape approximation procedures, and the quantification can be187

found in Rushlow (2020). Since the sphere insertion process under-represents the vol-188

ume on its own, about 85% of the total volume is on average represented. Note that the189

volume of the multi-sphere particle is determined by counting the number of cells en-190

compassed in the envelope, so the overlaps are not double counted. The actual repre-191
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Figure 1: Multi-sphere approximation using different numbers of spheres (green: the orig-
inal natural grain voxelated from CT scanning; red: the multi-sphere approximation). (A)
5 sphere approximation. (B) 10 sphere approximation. (C) 20 sphere approximation. (D)
150 sphere approximation. Figure reproduced from Rushlow (2020).

sented volume is used for the calculation of the volume equivalent diameter do. As a re-192

sult, the do values in the simulations are slightly (∼ 5%) smaller than the experiments.193

2.2 Coupled DEM-LBM scheme194

Our previous numerical work (Q. Zhang et al., 2022) for round particles, which was195

validated against corresponding flume experiments, showed that the coupled DEM-LBM196

approach has the capability to resolve sub-particle scale physics in the bedload sediment197

transport of spherical particles. In this work, we modified the DEM-LBM coupling scheme198

of spherical particles for multi-sphere particles to include proper rigid-body constraints199

within each multi-sphere cluster (see Figure S1 in the Supporting information for the flow200

chart of the numerical scheme).201

The position and velocity of the spheres within each grain are used to update the202

grain’s solid domain as seen by the fluid. Then fluid-solid momentum transfer is dealt203

with in the same way (Bouzidi et al., 2001) as the DEM-LBM for spherical particles as204

long as a fluid-solid interface has been detected. Then, instead of passing the (linear and205

angular) momentum transfer back to the spheres, they are integrated on each multi-sphere206

grain shape. Similar to the original DEM-LBM scheme, the hydrodynamic forces (and207

torques) on each shape in the current and the previous LBM steps are averaged when208

conducting the DEM update, to reduce numerical oscillations. In a DEM step, the particle-209

particle contacts are calculated by considering the contacts of the constituent spheres210

within different particles. By summing these two contributions of momentum transfer211

–6–
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and the buoyancy force, the linear and angular acceleration of each shape can be obtained,212

which is required in the Velocity Verlet method (Swope et al., 1982) for the update of213

the velocity and rotational velocity of the shape. Then in each rigid body (shape) the214

constituent spheres must move as a rigid object. Thus the velocity of each component215

sphere is updated according to the velocity of the shape as well as the cross product of216

the angular velocity of the shape and the position of the sphere relative to the centroid217

of the shape (Fukuoka et al., 2014). Note that the acceleration of each sphere also needs218

to be obtained, which will be used for the update of position and velocity in the mid-219

dle of the time step. Special care should be taken regarding the linear acceleration orig-220

inating from the rotation of the shape, which can be seen as a constraint to satisfy rigid221

body assumptions.222

2.3 Repose angle and settling velocity223

Before setting up flume simulations for the comparison of the sediment transport224

relation with the experiments, the material properties of the actual particles sampled from225

the river bed need to be benchmarked. The naturally shaped particles have an average226

density of ρs = 2471 kg/m3. The diameter of the volume equivalent sphere is do = 4.1mm.227

The average settling velocity is ws = 0.286m s−1 whereas the settling velocity of the228

volume equivalent sphere is wo = 0.436m s−1, corresponding to drag coefficients CDsettle
=229

0.67 and Co = 0.42. The repose angle of the dry material is 38◦. Methods used to mea-230

sure these properties are described in Deal et al. (2023).231

The previous subsection described how the shapes of the multi-sphere particles are232

matched with the scanned naturally shaped particles. Besides that, the Corey shape fac-233

tor Sf (relative flatness) of the multi-spheres, measured to be 0.67 on average, exactly234

matches that measured from the voxelated scanning results, confirming that the multi-235

sphere approximation using 20 constituent spheres can capture the natural shapes well.236

The diameter of the volume equivalent sphere of the multi-sphere particles is 3.9mm,237

which is used in the calculation of the drag coefficient. This value is slightly (∼ 5%) smaller238

than the measurement in the experiments, as mentioned in the previous section.239

Here we check other important particle properties in Eq 5, including the repose an-240

gle of the dry material and the average settling velocity in still water. The repose an-241

gle test was carried out by simulating pouring the multi-sphere particles onto a rough242

table. Both the particle-particle and wall-particle friction coefficients were set to 0.8 (mea-243

sured to be 0.78±0.04 in experiments). Figure 2(a) shows a snapshot of the pile of multi-244

sphere particles. The radial locations of the constituent spheres are plotted with their245

vertical positions in Figure 2(b). The repose angle in the simulation is measured as 37◦,246

close to the 38◦ repose angle measured in the experiments. After pouring down nearly247

1800 particles, the pile ended up with a similar size to that of the experiments (see Fig-248

ure 2, the 37◦ slope approximately ends at a radius of 6cm).249

For DEM-LBM simulations of round particles, Feng and Michaelides (2009) and250

Derksen (2014) have shown that guaranteeing the fluid grid size dx ≤ do/6 or dx ≤251

do/8 was adequate for sufficiently accurate fluid coupling. In our previous work (Q. Zhang252

et al., 2022), dx was kept to be smaller than 1/10 of the radius of the spherical parti-253

cles to guarantee enough accuracy. In this work with different particle shapes and a dif-254

ferent average size, we kept dx ≤ do/8 by always choosing the grid size to be dx = dx0 ≡255

0.5mm. Even so, with this choice, the diameter of the smallest constituent sphere is com-256

parable to the grid size in the LBM mesh (∼ 0.9dx0). It is not clear how resolved each257

constituent sphere must be on the LBM mesh for accuracy with multi-sphere particles.258

Settling simulations in still water were set up in a 3 cm by 3 cm by 18 cm domain (pe-259

riodic boundary condition for the side walls and no-slip boundary condition for the top260

and bottom) with a randomly chosen set of 34 multi-sphere particles. The number of tested261

particles is limited due to the high computational cost of the simulations with a reso-262
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Repose angle simulation of the multi-sphere particles. In total, nearly 1800
particles in 627 distinct shapes are used (none used more than 3 times). (a) Snapshot of
the simulation result after pouring. (b) Vertical positions of particles plotted against their
radial distance from the vertical center line. The multi-sphere particles show a 37◦ repose
angle.

Table 2: The average settling velocities on the same set of 34 multi-sphere particles with
different resolutions.

dx0 dx0/2 dx0/5 Experiments

Settling velocity [m/s] 0.254 0.276 0.280 0.286

lution of dx0/5. The average settling velocities with different resolutions are shown in263

Table 2. The experiments (Deal et al., 2023) measured the average settling velocity on264

a set of 23 particles which were not identical to the set of 34 particles tested in the sim-265

ulations, so the average settling velocity of these two sets may be slightly different. Even266

so, the results do show convergence as the grid size decreases from dx0 to dx0/5. When267

dx0 is halved, the settling velocity increases by 9.2%. But as the grid size shrinks a fur-268

ther 2.5 times, the settling velocity is only changed by 1.5% and the value is close to that269

measured in the experiments (slower by 3.5%). Increasing the whole domain size will also270

help reduce the hindrance effect due to the side boundaries and would make the result271

closer to the experimental measurement.272

Although the settling results would suggest that our choice of having a resolution273

of dx0 is under-resolving the grains, halving the current grid size by a factor of 2 means274

the number of fluid nodes in all 3 dimensions are increased by a factor of 2. This also275

requires a halved fluid timestep, which multiplies the total computational cost on the276

fluid side by a factor of 16. The question is if there is an alternative way to match the277

settling velocity in still water while keeping ”a coarser” grid size. A workaround we have278

identified is to shrink the size of the constituent spheres universally when viewed by the279

LBM solver (not in the DEM solver) without shifting the placement of their centers. This280

way, the cross-section of the grains in the flow are smaller, countering the effect that par-281

ticles usually look bigger on the fluid nodes than their actual size due to discretization282

effects on the LBM grid. The amount that the constituent spheres’ radii are universally283

decreased by can be normalized by dx into a dimensionless factor Sk, the shrinkage co-284

efficient. See Figure S2 in the Supporting Information for an illustration of the particle285

representation on the solid and fluid solvers as Sk changes. The average settling veloc-286

ities and the corresponding C∗ values on a set of 480 multi-sphere particles with differ-287

ent shrinkage coefficients are shown in Table 3. As Sk increases, the average settling ve-288
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Table 3: The average settling velocities and drag coefficients on a set of 480 multi-sphere
particles with different shrinkage coefficients (resolution: dx0).

Sk = 0.00 Sk = 0.55 Sk = 0.70

Settling velocity [m/s] 0.246 0.273 0.286
C∗ 1.92 1.55 1.41

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

time [s]

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

H
e

ig
h

t 
[m

]

Figure 3: Height as a function of time when 4 example simulated particles (Sk = 0.70)
settle in water at moderate Reynolds numbers (900 ∼ 1700). The shapes of the settling
particles are shown in the inset figures whose box colors match the curve colors. The
dashed grey line corresponds to the average settling velocity (0.286m s−1) on a set of 480
simulated particles.

locity increases and the rate of the increase also increases with Sk. Sk = 0.70 gives the289

same average settling velocity of 0.286m s−1 as that measured in the experiments. Fig-290

ure 3 shows the height as a function of time on four exemplary settling particles with291

Sk = 0.70. See Movie S1 in the Supporting Information for the detailed particle mo-292

tion in this process. The particles tend to expose their largest cross-sectional area as they293

settle.294

Note that Sk only shrinks the size of the constituent spheres as seen by the fluid,295

leaving the solid phase properties (size, mass, interactions, etc.) unchanged. The buoy-296

ant force on each particle is calculated analytically from the volume of the multi-sphere297

shape seen by the DEM, which is not influenced by Sk either. One potential concern is298

whether the amount of shrinkage used opens up gaps in the compound grains, which are299

large enough to allow fluid to flow through. Actually, only in rare cases do gaps form,300

and the width is typically smaller than 0.3dx0 with a very low chance to be resolved by301

the mesh. See Text S1 in the Supporting Information for more details. This shrinkage302

workaround also provides an opportunity to vary the drag coefficient independently of303

other grain properties, without changing any other key factors in Eq 5.304
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3 Simulations and results305

3.1 Comparison with laboratory flume experiments306

Physical experiments for naturally shaped gravel particles in a narrow flume were307

described in Deal et al. (2023) and Benavides et al. (2022). In each experiment, natu-308

rally shaped particles and water were fed into the inclined flume from the upstream end309

at a given combination of volume flux rates. After the initial period of sediment depo-310

sition, the granular bed built up and steady state was reached. Then the slope of the free311

water surface S as well as the water depth were measured, and the particle motion was312

recorded by a high-speed cameras in the middle section of the flume, which was 10.2mm313

wide.314

The simulated virtual domain has a length L = 0.12m and height of 0.15m (bed315

thickness is approximately 0.05m). The LBM lattice has homogeneous grid size dx0 =316

0.5mm. The first and last nodes across the flume align with the side walls, and the sim-317

ulated flume width is W = 10.5mm (22 nodes across the flume). The top of the sim-318

ulated domain uses a free-slip (zero gradient) boundary condition. Note that in this nar-319

row flume configuration, the fluid velocity far above the granular bed surface approaches320

a constant value due to sidewall shear. The bottom uses a no-slip boundary condition321

and the two sides perpendicular to the flow direction are connected with periodic bound-322

ary conditions. For the two side walls of the flume, a Navier-type boundary condition323

(Q. Zhang et al., 2022) is used to account for the fluid velocity jump across the near-wall324

boundary layer. The gravity g = 9.8m/s2 is applied at an angle of slope S with respect325

to the vertical axis of the simulated domain. The flow is driven by the horizontal com-326

ponent of the tilted gravity vector. Inside the flume, there are 1000 multi-sphere par-327

ticles of 627 distinct shapes (each shape used at most twice). The elastic constants for328

the normal and tangential contacts are set to be 2000Nm−1 and 571.4Nm−1, respec-329

tively, guaranteeing the constituent spheres are in the hard limit. The damping coeffi-330

cient of the particles is 0.03 kg s−1.331

The DEM-LBM flume simulations use the calibrated multi-sphere particles with332

Sk = 0.70, which produces the same average settling velocity as the experiments. The333

initial condition sets the particles uniformly distributed throughout the whole domain334

with no velocity and with stationary fluid. As each simulation runs, gravity drives the335

fluid and grains, resulting in the ultimate formation of a particle sediment bed and a trans-336

verse fluid flow profile, which transports the near-surface particles. The simulation re-337

sults are similar to the experiments in terms of bed surface structure and the collective338

behaviors of the transported particles, as shown in Figure 4 for two different Shields num-339

bers. See Movie S2 in the Supporting Information for a side-by-side video comparison340

of the simulations and experiments.341

For quantitative comparisons, the simulations were all carried out for 40 s of sim-
ulation time and the last 30 s of the simulations were taken to calculate the time aver-
aged integrated flux. For the calculation of q∗, the sediment volume flux per unit width
qs is counted in the whole domain as

qs =
ΣiVoliVi,x

LW
, (6)

where Vi,x and Voli are the streamwise velocity and the volume of the i-th particle (vol-
ume of the multi-sphere shape, not influenced by the shrinkage coefficient Sk), respec-
tively. For the calculation of τ∗, the bed shear stress τb is calculated as

τb = 2.41ρfgS
HW

2H +W
, (7)

where H is the water depth measured down to the bed surface, W is the flume width,342

HW
2H+W is the hydraulic radius, and the factor of 2.41 corrects for wall effects (Deal et al.,343
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Figure 4: Comparisons between the flume experiments and DEM-LBM simulations of
multi-sphere particles at Shields number τ∗ = 0.113 (left column) and τ∗ = 0.147 (right
column). (a) & (b): Snapshots of the flume experiments. (c) & (d): Snapshots of the
DEM-LBM simulations of the multi-sphere particles with fluid field colored by the fluid
velocity magnitude on the center-plane of the flume.

2023). Note there are also other methods to estimate τb, such as the method in our pre-344

vious numerical work on spherical particles (Q. Zhang et al., 2022) as well as the work345

based on the same experiments (Benavides et al., 2022). More details about different meth-346

ods of estimating the boundary shear stress can be found in Deal et al. (2023). The re-347

sulting transport relation compared with the experimental results is shown in Figure 5(a).348

Overall, in terms of the q∗ vs τ∗ transport relation, the DEM-LBM simulations are349

consistent with the experiments. From a statistical perspective, the threshold τ∗c for the350

naturally shaped particles in Benavides et al. (2022) is 0.096 ± 0.019, near which the351

simulations’ results may not be performed long enough for representative average val-352

ues due to strong intermittency. For the other data points at medium to high transport353

stages, the values of dimensionless transport rate, q∗, from the simulations and the ex-354

periments match well for natural gravel, giving results far below the transport relation355

obtained from glass spheres. Figure 5(b) shows the data when the horizontal axis is mod-356

ified from τ∗ into τ∗C∗/µ∗, following Eq 5 as proposed recently in Deal et al. (2023). The357

numerical results of the multi-sphere particles, (glass) spheres, as well as the correspond-358

ing experimental results collapse onto the same master curve upon rescaling.359

3.2 Parameter study: effect of drag coefficient360

Recall that changing the shrinkage coefficient Sk only changes the average settling361

velocity without influencing the other key factors purely dependent on the DEM: the di-362

ameter of the volume-equivalent sphere and the repose angle of the dry material. As men-363

tioned previously, tuning Sk varies the settling velocity (the drag coefficient) indepen-364

dently, providing an opportunity to probe the parameter space as a further check of Eq365

5. Two sets of DEM-LBM simulations with the same set of 1000 multi-sphere particles366
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Figure 5: Dimensionless sediment transport rate q∗ from DEM-LBM simulations of
multi-sphere particles with (a, b) drag coefficients matching the settling experiments,
and (c, d) various drag coefficients (by changing Sk). (a) & (c): Comparison with the q∗

vs τ∗ relation from experiments. (b) & (d): Comparison with the shape-corrected q∗ vs
τ∗C∗/µ∗ relation from experiments. The sediment transport relation data for experiments
and simulations using spherical particles is also plotted in red for comparison. (“NG”
means natural gravel.)

but different shrinkage coefficients Sk = 0.55 and Sk = 0.00 were carried out (corre-367

sponding to C∗ = 1.55 and 1.92, see Table 3). The dimensionless transport relation is368

plotted in Figure 5(c). For the same set of multi-sphere particles, a larger value of Sk369

reduces the cross-sectional area and decreases the hydrodynamic force, leading to a higher370

threshold of motion and lower transport rate in general. Interestingly, the multi-sphere371

simulations with Sk = 0.00 give almost the same q∗ vs τ∗ relation as the glass spheres,372

even with a totally different combination of C∗ and µ∗ values. The modified sediment373

transport relation was also calculated using the average settling velocities for different374

Sk values, as shown in Figure 5(d). The collapse of the data points from the same set375

of particles with different drag coefficients confirms the robustness of Eq 5. It also re-376

lieves the concern that a shrinkage coefficient of Sk = 0.70 might be too big a change377

to the particle. Even with multi-spheres with smaller Sk values, as long as the average378

settling velocity of the particles is measured and taken into account, the modified sed-379

iment transport relation is able to collapse the data onto the master curve.380
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3.3 Particle orientation and other behaviors in the transport process381

Recall that in Eq 5, CD is calculated as the product of the drag coefficient of the382

particles settling in still water, CDsettle
, and the Corey shape factor, Sf , accounting for383

the fact that the orientation of the settling particle in still water prefers the largest drag384

while the orientation of the transported sediment particle is always changing due to ro-385

tation caused by the shear flow (no preferred orientation). There is a debate in previ-386

ous numerical investigations on whether there is a preferred orientation of sediment par-387

ticles when transported. B. Zhang et al. (2020) found that a single entrained particle keeps388

rotating without a preferred orientation. However, Jain et al. (2020) found that the trans-389

ported particles tend to align with the bed surface. To quantify the alignment of the grains,390

we can look at the alignment between the bed (or downstream direction) and the pri-391

mary axes of an aspherical particle. The latter can be determined by the minimum-volume392

bounding box as shown in Figure 6(a): the long axis with a unit vector e1, intermedi-393

ate e2, and short e3. If the downstream and vertical directions are represented by unit394

vectors x̂ and ẑ, then the probability density functions (PDFs) of inner-product |e3 ·395

ẑ| and |e1·x̂| are both biased toward 1 according to Jain et al. (2020), suggesting the396

longest axis should be parallel to the downstream direction and the shortest axis per-397

pendicular to the bed surface. The conflicting results from previous studies raise the ques-398

tion of whether there is any preferred orientation and how valid the quantification CD =399

CDsettle
Sf is in the sediment transport process. Observations in related situations give400

a hint. In dry circumstances (without considering the interaction between particles and401

fluid), aspherical particles aligns primarily with the bed under shear (Wang et al., 2020).402

There are also suggestions that the alignment statistics will depend on the distance the403

particles are from the bed. Indeed, in turbulent channels, (neutrally buoyant) spheroid404

particles (without particle-particle interactions) with large inertia rotate isotropically at405

the center of the channel while showing a preferred orientation near the wall (Zhao et406

al., 2015). Inspired by these observations, we hypothesize that in our case, the particles407

behave differently in different spatial regimes of the flow. Recently, Benavides et al. (2023)408

experimentally showed that the velocity distributions of the moving (spherical) parti-409

cles are different near and farther from the bed surface in bedload transport. In this study,410

we are able to check the particle behaviors in terms of orientation with naturally shaped411

sediment particles.412

Here, with the simulations designed to mimic the flume experiments, we carried413

out a statistical analysis of the particle orientation. The different spatial regimes of the414

flow were determined using a time-lapse of particle positions of 3000 snapshots during415

the last 30 s of the 40 s simulation, at a Shields number τ∗ = 0.113 (Figure 6b). The416

vertical coordinate, z, has its origin at the bed surface. The bed surface was calculated417

as the elevation of the highest stationary particle in the whole 30 s period, which moves418

less than do/300 in a sliding 1.5 s time window, similar to the previous work (Deal et al.,419

2023). According to their position, the particles can be divided into three regimes: the420

stationary particles deep in the bed, the dense flow near the bed surface with frequent421

contacts (0 < z < 1.5do), and the dilute flow regime (z > 1.5do). These three spatial422

regimes also corresponds to three different transport modes: creep below the bed sur-423

face, flows in traction, and saltation. The average flight time of the particles in the di-424

lute regime is 0.17 s, corresponding to a mean rotation of 5.7 rotations per flight. Pri-425

mary axes were examined on the particles not too close to the walls (at least 3mm from426

the walls) during the same period, so that the alignment with walls in the bed and the427

boundary layers in the flow could be excluded. Here we quantified the alignment asso-428

ciated with two modes of particle motions. The first is the mode in which the particle429

is traveling with its largest cross-sectional area perpendicular to the flow, like the “sail430

on a ship”. Figure 6(c) shows the probability distribution functions of |e3 · x̂| in each431

of the three spatial regimes; a sail-like motion would have this inner-product be 1. These432

3 PDF’s for different regimes are almost flat (slightly biased towards 0), indicating the433

particle prefers not traveling with the largest cross-sectional area perpendicular to the434
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flow. The second is the mode in which the particle is moving like a “surf board,” with435

its shortest axis perpendicular to the bed surface. Figure 6(d) shows the probability dis-436

tribution functions of |e3·ẑ|. The PDF for the particles below the bed surface is strongly437

biased towards 1, indicating these particles prefer to align with the bed surface (e.g. a438

stacking of surf boards). Going further up, the PDF is less and less biased towards 1.439

Hence, the particles in the dilute regime show almost no preference for the alignment,440

since they are no longer in frequent contact with neighbors and can tumble freely. The441

PDF’s of |e3·ẑ| are similar to that observed in turbulent suspensions of neutrally buoy-442

ant spheroids (Zhao et al., 2015); their |e1·x̂| PDF looks similar to Figure 6(d) and |e1·443

ẑ| has a PDF similar to Figure 6(c). Examination of the other 5 components of the pri-444

mary axes show no biased distribution for the moving particles (dense and dilute flow)445

as well. In other words, the simulated grains tumble when in motion more and more freely446

as they go up farther and farther from the bed surface.447

Our simulations at other Shields numbers also show similar particle behaviors: only448

|e3 ·ẑ| and |e1 ·x̂| are biased towards 1 mostly for the dense flow regime, while all the449

other components of the primary axes for the dense regime and all components for the450

dilute regime are close to uniform distributions. Possible reasons for the strong bias ob-451

served in the previous work (Jain et al., 2020) are: (1) their particles had a low spheric-452

ity of 0.66, and (2) the particles all had identical size and shape, which made the par-453

ticles more likely to show organized behaviors. For natural sediment particles whose shapes454

are distinct and whose sizes span a range, lower preferences of orientations may be ex-455

pected, justifying the use of Sf in Eq 5. Sediment particles with extremely low spheric-456

ities such as shell fragments could show stronger orientational preferences. Our simu-457

lations also provide insights on other particle behaviors, for example, descending and as-458

cending particles behave differently in terms of average velocity: the relative velocities459

between fluid and particles in the downstream direction are in general larger when par-460

ticles are ascending. Correspondingly, ascending particles have larger downstream hy-461

drodynamic drag forces than descending particles. See Text S2 in the Supporting Infor-462

mation for more details. These particle level physical observations are helpful for fur-463

ther theoretical developments on the transport threshold (Valyrakis et al., 2013; Pähtz464

et al., 2020) and the transport rate (Dey & Ali, 2017).465

4 Concluding remarks466

In this work, a complete workflow was developed for the numerical simulation of467

bedload sediment transport of naturally shaped particles, from particle shape measure-468

ment and approximation to fluid-coupled simulations of the aspherical particles. Super-469

imposed spheres were used to approximate the shapes of naturally shaped gravel par-470

ticles. In terms of the numerical method, sub-grain scale resolved DEM-LBM simula-471

tions of multi-sphere particles were implemented here for the first time. Our study at-472

tempts to closely match real experimental conditions. First, the most recent multi-sphere473

approximation algorithm was used to obtain more accurate shape representations. Sec-474

ond, many distinct realistic natural gravel shapes (more than 600 shapes) from CT scan-475

ning were represented in each simulation, permitting realistic size and shape distribu-476

tions. Third, the numerical method was closely benchmarked with the corresponding flume477

experiments. The numerical method can also be applied to other geophysical problems478

related to fluid-particle mixture flows, such as subglacial till flows (Damsgaard et al., 2015)479

and crystal settling problems in magma chambers (Suckale et al., 2012).480

In summation, sediment transport simulations of multi-sphere particles in the flume481

geometry were performed and results were compared with data from flume experiments.482

The simulations agree with the experimental repose angle of the dry material. The av-483

erage settling velocity was calibrated with the experiments. The simulations were then484

shown to match the flume experiments in terms of the transport relation, bed structure,485

and collective behaviors of the particles. With validation in hand, the DEM-LBM tool486
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Figure 6: Particle orientation during the transport process. (a) Three examples of multi-
sphere particles with the minimum bounding boxes and the primary axes: e1 long (cyan),
e2 intermediate (yellow), and e3 short (green). (b) Time-lapse image of particle positions
from the 10th second to the 40th second. The red line shows time-averaged fluid velocity
in the flume as a function of elevation with respect to the bed surface, at Shields number
τ∗ = 0.113. (c) & (d): Probability density function for the inner-product of |e3 · x̂| (for
values close to 1, traveling with the largest cross-sectional area perpendicular to the flow
like a sail) and |e3 · ẑ| (for values close to 1, traveling like a surfing board). Four exemple
orientations of the left particle in (a) are shown in (c) & (d), corresponding to the inner
products. The 3 different colors correspond to the shaded areas in (b): Pink is the sta-
tionary bed, blue the dense particle flow near the bed surface, and orange the dilute flow.
The green dashed lines are the uniform distribution.

was then used to demonstrate the robustness of a newly proposed shape-corrected sed-487

iment transport relation (Eq 5) by varying the drag coefficient while fixing all other grain488

properties via varying a shrinkage coefficient, Sk. These high resolution simulations also489

provide insights on the particle behaviors in the sediment transport process. Particles490

below the bed surface prefer to orient with their shortest axis perpendicular to the bed491

surface (like a surf board), but the tendency goes down as the packing fraction decreases492

far from the bed surface. The particles rotate freely in the dilute particle flow regime.493
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Open Research494

The DEM-LBM solver and data are available via the following link: https://figshare495

.com/articles/dataset/Data for Discrete simulations of fluid-driven transport496

of naturally shaped sediment particles /22647850 (Q. Zhang et al., 2023).497
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